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The main component of Stochas is the grid. Each cell in the grid represents a possible note that can be triggered. The column of the cell 
represents a point in time, or step in the sequence (by default there are 16 steps per measure). The row of the cell represents a MIDI note. 
Rows can be customized to play different notes, or standard keys and scales can be loaded to facilitate performances in certain keys. Up to 
128 rows, and 64 steps can be used. Each cell on the grid has a number of properties. The main property is Probability. This determines 
how likely the cell is to trigger it’s note. Cells also have velocity, length, shift (moved slightly forward or backward in time), chain 
dependendependency (will play or not play depending on whether another cell has played).

There are four distinct grids (or layers) that exist. Each layer has it’s own set of cells, and all four layers are played simultaneously. Each 
layer can have it’s own independent settings. For example, you might have layer 2 playback at ¼ the speed of layer 1, or you might have 
layer 3 have a different number of steps than layer 1 and 2 to create polyrhythms. You may also congure different layers to use a different 
set of MIDI notes, or even a different MIDI channel. Each layer has a set of eight patterns. A pattern can be seen as a separate grid of cells. 
When chanWhen changing to a different pattern through the user interface, that pattern number will be selected on each layer. By using patterns, 
you can create different sections of a song. Using MIDI, you can switch between patterns.

One of the core concepts of Stochas is the Probability Mode. This can be set independently for each layer. When this mode is set to Single, 
each step in the grid will play one note. The note will be randomly selected from the cells that are turned on in that step. If a step has a 
higher probability set, it will be more likely to be selected. When the mode is set to Multi, then each cell in a step will play (or not play) 
depending on it’s probability. For drum programming, this mode is recommended. In Multi mode, a maximum polyphony can be set. This 
enables you to, for example, create 5 possible notes to play for a step, and have Stochas randomly select 2 of them to play.

About Stochas
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Load Contra up by clicking on any insert and selecting Structure from the DAW plug-in list, you will nd it listed under Audio Vitamins, 
however in ProTools you will nd Structure in the Other sub-menu option and Cubase users will nd Structure in the main list.

BBefore loading a plug-in to you will need to compile a list of plug-ins that are on your computer. To do this either click on the plug-in 
selector and select Scan Plug-ins from the menu or before your DAW has loaded run the external Plug-in Manager application. Depending 
on how many plug-ins you have on your computer this may take some time to complete and your computer may seem to become 
non-responsive, in some cases up to 10 minutes depending on how many plug-ins you have. Our advice go make coffee and relax for a 
moment.  

TTo load a plug-in into Contra for comparison, click the plug-in selector to bring up the menu, from there you can select to load your 
plug-ins, note the list is compiled alphabetically and grouped by manufacturer within the list. Once the plug-in has loaded you can click 
on the orange Open Plug-in Window icon to bring up the interface of the plug-in to access the parameters.

TTo make a fair comparison click on the loop length selector and set the number of bars you wish to audition in for each plug-in, make sure 
this matches the number of bars you have selected in your DAW’s time line. If you have made an adjustment in a plug-ins settings you will 
need to click on the Contra UI or the DAW to be able to initiate playback.

Contra will cycle through all the plug-ins that are switched on indicated by the green or red On/Off icon , the plug-in being auditioned 
will be indicated by the green Speaker/Audition icon.

WWARNING: We have noticed on occasion that if you make major changes to a plug-ins’ settings during 
playback you may cause problems which can cause data misconguration in the level calculation 
algorithm and result in dangerously high levels reaching your monitoring system.

Quick Start
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Interface



In all modes the previous layer that was being edited will show on the grid, as black boxes around 
the cells, when left, this is useful if you are writing accompaniment sections for a melody

Edit Grid
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The shift mode allows you to move particular notes to be played in-between the grid positions, similar to 
ghost notes or accidentals.  The notes can be moved to 50% before and after of the grid value. To adjust the 
shift value, click one the note and drag up or right to add to the start time, drag down or left to play the note 
earlier.  Right clicking on the note will return the value to 0 playing the note on the grid.

The EDIT GRID in the velocity mode allows you to adjust the velocity of each note, clicking on the velocity view button 
will change colour of the notes to blue and will display their midi velocity value written inside, the darker the colour 
the greater the value of velocity. To change a note click and drag up or down to adjust the value, by default each note 
inputs at 127.  Right clicking on a most will set the value to 0 to quickly access the lower velocity ranges.

8
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There are 2 options to control the scales that Stochas use in the grid mode. The rst is to set use standard 
scales by clicking on th standard button and then selecting the Root/Key of the scale, the scale type and 
then the starting octve, this last option is for when you have the grid mode set to show less than the full 
range of midi notes available.  When in standard mode the scale and note indicator on the grid will be the 
base colour of the theme with the note and octave number in the middle as shown on the right.

TThe second option available for scales is a completely custom setup, where you can change the order of 
the notes to match any playback device or setup that you wish to use.  This will allow you to layout the grid 
for different drum machines and sound effects units. You can save these custom scales to be recalled again 
in any layer or session.  In custom scale mode, the scale and note indicator will change colour and you can 
click on each row and input a custom label, as shown right.

Stochas layers can operate in monophonic and polyphonic modes. In MONO mode, Stochas will pick a single note from the step position 
based on the weighting given by the Low, Medium and High probabilities set when inputting the note.  The higher the weighting the 
more likely the note is be selected, for the majority of sessions you will only use medium weighting for equal chance of a note being 
selected.  

In POLY mode, Stochas will select and play multiple notes at the same time. In this mode the probability changes from low, medium and 
high to a percentage value, allowing you to add weighting to root notes if you are writing accompaniment parts to a lead melody. 
YYou will also get to additional options., max poly which will limit the maximum number of
notes played at any step position, note lengths are ignored.   Bias will determine how close to 
that maximum number will be played. In the grid there is the option to turn a note to ON,
which will result in that note always being played and counting towards the max poly. There is also an option for 0%, which will act like 
ON but can only be played when chained from another note, this prevents Stochas from playing that note.

Layer Options
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The variance options add a humanised feel for the layer by changing the position start, velocity and the length of the note, by a any value 
between a + and - of the number chosen, in the example above the start position will vary randomly between + / -3% of a step length 

These three options control the rhythmical and time signature aspect of each layer. 
 
TTOTAL STEPS will determine the number of steps that Stochas will show and play on this layer before it repeats. The maximum number of 
steps availble is 64.  STEPS PER MEASURE will set the number of steps in each bar as set by the TIME SIGNATURE of your DAW, this setting 
will also control the length of each step, when the TOTAL STEPS is greater than the STEPS PER MEASURE, the grid shows a yello line to 
show where the measure / bar will nish. The by default it is set to 16, taking into consideration that most music is written in 4/4 time 
signature, this will give each step a length of a semi-quaver (1/16th).  If the DAW is set to 3/4 ,Stochas will need to be set to 12 steps for 
each seach step length to be the equivilant of a semi-quaver (1/16th). 

With a combination of these 2 Stochas can create really unique and complex polyrhtms, that can sit off beat such as a 9 step length 
pattern that with a 14 steps per measure with the DAW set to 4/4 will set each note length to 1.14 semiquavers, which will repeat every 
2.57 crochets (1/4th). A rhythm that nobody could keep to, but is possible!

PLAYBACK SPEED can be used to speed up and slow down the cycle of Stochas. Setting it to 2 will playback at double speed, 1/2 will 
playback at half speed.

NOTE LENGTH determins how long each note is played for, a a number less than 100% will result in shorter notes leading to stocatto, 
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You can load and save entire patches to load in other projects

When turned ON you can assign the midi input to Stochas to control up to100 actions.  Clicking the MIDDI MAPPING button will bring up 
another dialgoue in which you can edit the actions.  Each action can be applied to all layers or a particular layer. Clicking the learn button 
and then pressing any, key, pad or button on your midi controller will assign that key to control that actions

The PATCH OPTIONS are focused around the midi handling in Stochas, with thte ability to ‘freeze’ a pattern and to load in patches that you 
have created or have been created by one of our 3rd party partners.  Stochas not only generates midi output but can receive midi data 
from a any midi controller.

Patch Options
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The Chord tab enables an additional edit grid mode, which will input multiple notes at a time, 
that will t the pattern of the chord selected in the chord selection panel, with the route note 
of the chord always being the note the cursor is on.  In this mode using the up and down 
arrows will change the inversion / shape of the chord.

In the exmple right, the chords shown are the 3 inversions of the G Major chord. The route 
note of the chord or position of the cursor is indicated by the lighter coloured cells.

Chord Options

You can import a midi le and extract the groove from it, good for using groove templates from drum machines. You can also save the 
grooves that you have created, as midi les, to be imported into external drum machines / sequencers and  and other software that 
accepts groove template les.

You can manually djust the groove template, make sure it is not in swing mode by cseeting the swing to 0%.  You will then see the green 
controllers appear, click and drag to change the values, you can djust the goove by + / - 50% of a step length. 

As with all midi sequencers you can apply a traditional swing which affects every other note, click and drag to change the value, when you 
add traditional swing the grid will look blank, the manual controllers will be hidden and the CLEAR GROOVE button will change to COPY 
SWING TO GROOVE, so that you can manually adjust the swing pattern further creating you own rhythm. 

Groove/Swing Options



Global Settings
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Support
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Audio Vitamins disclaims all other warranties, either express or implied, including but not limited to implied warranties of merchantability 
and tness for a particular purpose, with respect to the software, the accompanying written materials, and any accompanying hardware. 
This limited warranty gives you specic legal rights.   In no event shall Audio Vitamins or its suppliers be liable for any damages 
whatsoever (including, without limitation, direct, indirect, punitive, special, incidental, or consequential damages, or damages for loss of 
business prots, business interruption, loss of business information, or other pecuniary loss) arising out of the use of or inability to use this 
AudioAudio Vitamins product, even if Audio Vitamins has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

You may not reverse engineer, reverse compile, or disassemble any of the les in the distribution. You are not allowed to distribute or copy 
the full version of any Audio Vitamins product. The full version is a commercial program. It is a violation of international copyright laws to 
give copies to other people. You may give them the evaluation copy, so they can purchase their own copy of the full version. 

License
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About Audio Vitamins


